Structure of simian virus 40 recombinants that contain both host and viral DNA sequences. I. The structure of variant CVPS/1/P2 (EcoRI res).
The entire nucleotide sequence (1210-base-pair repeating units) of a defective variant of simian virus 40 is presented. Within this variant there are deletions of large portions of the wild type genome and an inversion within the remaining wild type viral sequences. In addition, the defective variant contains DNA sequences derived from the permissive monkey cells in which the virus was propagated. The monkey sequences include a portion that is homologous to sequences within highly repeated monkey DNA (alpha component) as well as portions derived from sequences that are infrequently repeated in the monkey genome. One out of every three to four of the tandem 1210-base-pair repeat units contains in addition, a duplication of a part of the monkey sequences. The sequence information defines the structures of a number of recombinational joints which result from deletions, inversions, duplications, and insertions of host sequences into the viral genome. The data demonstrate that the various recombinational events that resulted in the formation of this defective variant did not depend on extensive homology between recombining segments.